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Fast analysis

+1bn NGS reads in ~1 day
or 100k in minutes

Sequence-agnostic

NGS, Sanger, 10x, long
reads support

Support & docs

Extensive documentation
Even better support

Automated workflows

Automate entire workflows
from import to analysis

Secure

ISO27001 compliant
2FA
Access control
Support for SSO

Data & sharing

Share projects with your team

Manage users and groups

Export results in xlsx, csv,
genbank, fasta etc.

Copy/paste directly from the
interface

Custom workflows

Configurable scaffolds

Annotate with germline or
custom databases

Support for multiple Ab types
IgG, scFv, nanobodies, bi-specifics,
antibody mimetics

Assay-specific tools
Enrichments, affinity maturation,
mutagenesis, restriction cloning

Assay data integration
ELISA, affinity, diversity

Hover and click to highlight
and filter with the interactive
sequence view

Data and sequence views

Run entire workflows
with just one click

End-to-end workflows

Hover, select and filter
selected clusters with
interactive graphs

Graphs and split view

Automated pipelines

Import
sequences

QC
fastq files

Cluster HitpickMerge
annotate&

Align Filter Graphs Custom
reports

Features
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  jobs:
    - name: Merge step
      type: FlashJob
      outputFolderName: Merged
      workflowPart: PlannedJob
      inputEntities:
        - merge_groups
      outputEntities:
        - merged
      params:
        minOverlap: 10
        max_overlap: 300
        targetFolderId: ~
    - name: Annotate step
      type: AnnotateJob

Automate any
workflow

Hybridoma

Phage display

Use cases
Hybridoma
From raw NGS reads to paired VH/VL sequences

Run workflow will pair reads, trim,
annotate, cluster, and extract most
dominant sequence per hybridoma
Pair VH/VL sequences from wells for
further analysis. Can include multiple
candidate sequences

Add functional data to VH/VL pairs, e.g.
ELISA, binding, titers

Cluster regions between or across VH/VL
pairs to find unique combinations

Align & hit-pick, analyze diversity visually
with the alignment view, phylogenetic tree,
hit-pick most interesting sequences

Phage display
Sanger/NGS to enriched candidates

Trim & merge paired-end reads to
exclude low-quality primer regions and
increase sequence length with merging 
Quality control allows you to visually
inspect aggregate read quality of single
nucleotides or entire reads
Annotate frameworks, CDRs, genes
and mutations with Kabat, IMGT or
AHO numbering
Cluster to identify families, potential
functional characteristics and or
overexpressed antibodies

Hit-pick and analyze enrichment,
added functional data across panning
rounds, animals, assay strategies

Add assay data such as ELISA or titers
by importing an Excel-file to augment
sequencing data

Store sequence and assay data in your
repository to be used in, for example,
humanization experiments

Enrichment & diversity
Overlay Sanger and NGS data to find
enriched sequences

Cluster Sanger together with NGS data
or have NGS sequences clustered
around Sanger "seed" sequences

Analyze diversity with minimum loss
together with assay data by extracting
and aligning sequences in the clusters

Hit pick for synthesizing clones,
perform additional assays and upload the
new data to PipeBio for further analysis

Custom annotation

Enrichment  & diversity

Annotation with custom scaffolds
Annotate sequences with any scaffold

Configure your scaffold by defining
custom regions, liabilities, errors and
warnings with the no-code scaffold builder

Annotate sequences of non-antibodies,
for example, affibodies, anticalins, DARPins
etc.
Analyze your sequences with all the
available tools on the platform, including
clusters, plots, charts and more   

Run differential enrichment to analyze
enrichment in sequence clusters across
samples



Visualize sequence
clusters

Overlay multiple data types and analyze  sequence
clusters across one or multiple samples. 

The chart displayed on this page contains single B-
cell sequence clusters displaying B-cell stage
(germinal center, memory B-cell, plasmablast,
naive), the isotype and the cluster size.

Hit-pick clones with
less liabilities

Hit-pick sequences visually by
properties such as FACS, ELISA,
sequence liabilities, affinity or any
other assay data.

View the linear or more compact
radial view and dynamically hit-pick
sequences in the tree.

IgA2

IgA1

IgM
Cluster ID 152606
Sequences: 3,113

Clu
Se



The End-to-End Bioinformatics
Platform for Antibody Drug Discovery

FlexibleEasyFast

pipebio.com/sign-up
Scan to sign up at To make sure you're

off to a good start
pipebio.com/contact-us

If you have questions
you can reach us at

1. Sign up for a 
free trial

2. Platform 
demo

3. Start running
your workflows

How to get started?

Integrations

Powerful REST API

Integrate with internal
bioinformatics tools

Connect your LIMS or ELN

Transfer sequencing data
directly from sequencing
platform to PipeBio

Import sequencing data to
PipeBio directly from
sequence vendors

Make PipeBio a seamless part
of your toolkit

https://pipebio.com/sign-up
https://pipebio.com/contact-us

